DISCLAIMER
Portions of this document may be illegible in electronic image products. Images are produced from the best available original document. The spectrum of the eigenmodes is evaluated by extremizing the Lagrangian using a Galerkin procedure. The different branches of the spectrum are appropriately represented by expanding the eigenfunctions in)terms of the eigenfunctions of the corresponding straight limit.
The perturbed vacuum field is expressed by a vector potential.
The code is applied to various configurati·ons with a fixed and with a free plasma boundary. The influence of ellipticity of the cross section and of the aspect ratio on the spectrum is discussed.
-- In addition, the spectrum and the eigenfunctions give details for understanding the stability behavior and may be useful for discussions of plasma heating. The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of our code can be used as input data for a time dependent code or for calculations including resistivity.
It is useful to treat analytical equilibria, since parameters can be varied freely thus allowing us to describe the equilibria in simple physical terms. The equilibrium solution is applicable to tokamak configurations like PLT, TFTR, POX, JET and the belt pinch.
In an earlier stability calculation with this class of equilibria [1] , the energy principle was used to find instabilities with the help of carefully chosen test functions. These test functions were similar to the eigenfunctions of the appropriate cylindrical equilibria -being accurate eigenfunctions up to first order in the inverse aspect ratio ~ • The stability limit -2-was not fully determined. The purpose of this work is to obtain the ful.l information contained in the linearized ideal MHD equations. We, therefore, extend the earlier code consider-:·:'::
ably.
The demands on the new code are much higher. The calculation must be performed in such a way that we get a well-posed ... , matrix eigenvalue problem which can be solved with standa~~ routines. This is complicated by the fact that the MHD spectrum splits into discrete and continuous branches with accumul:~tion points for the:~igenvalues (the growth rates) at infinity~and at zero.
To get a well posed matrix eigenvalue problem it i$.
·--
essential i) to introduce adapted coordinates, ii) to per~prm the calculation very accurately without using approximations, and iii) to chose appropriate expansion functions in the ·.
Galerki~ proced~re.
Thereby, we make full use of the properties of the special class of our analytical equilibria. The equilibrium model enables a reasonable analytical mapping··~nto suitable coordinates. This makes it possible to perform t~e integration with respect to the angle the short way around:; the ..
torus algebraical~y minimizing the GO~puter time requirement and obtaining good accuracy. Our method is complementary to a:
general equilibrium and stability c9de being developed at Princeton [2] .
In section II the equilibrium sol.ution is given and the mapping into a flux coordinate system.is performed. The normal mode approach is described in section_III and the expansiof:l, functions used i.It the Galerkin procedure are discussed.
...
• ·~· -3-Section IV shows a comparison of our approach with that used in another toroidal·code. In section V the code is applied to various interesting cases.
EQUILIBRIUM AND COORDINATE SYSTEM
Static toroidal axisymmetric MHD equilibria can be derived from an equation for the fl:ux function '¥. A special choice for the pressure p and the peloidal current stream function
) ·~])with p 0 ,p•,a 0 ,8,a being constant leads to the very simple class of solutions [1] .
inside the plasma. Here R is the radius of the magnetic axis and X,¢;z, is the .usual cylindrical coordinate system.
The plasma-vacuum interface is a particular magnetic surface 
In order to perform the stability analysis with a high degree of accuracy it is useful to adapt a coordinate system in which a flux surface label ~ is one coordinate. We choose the ignorable . ' / -4-anble ~ as the sec6nd 1 coordinate and the third one in such a 1 3 manner that the t·ransformation between X, Z and ·X = 1JJ ,X = 8
can be performed analytically [1] . This is a non-orthogonal co9rdinate system, but the metric tensor is given by simple functions. Th~ system,is outlined in Fig. 1 .
;
The new coordinates are introduced by the mapping
we obtain for the covariant components of the metric tensor, lin~arized perturbations around an equilibrium configuratio'n.
The normal modes of the system are determined by cpmputing
e1qenva ue$ w an~ e1genvectors . ~ ~~ ~~~P t"~ La~rang1an
stationary with re$pect to variations of ~ . The displacement of a fluid element from its equilibrium position : is given by the real part Re{ ~ <:> exp (-iwt) J , and w 2 K and oW are the k'inetic and potential energy functionals. ( 6) with o the plasma density.
where Q ~ V x (~ ~ B) de,notes the magnetic field perturbation in the plasma and y i~ the ratio of specif~c heats . The admissable variational functions are those for which the displacement has a finite kinetic energy norm. Maxwell's equations imply that the tangential electric field felt by an observer moving wi·th the fluid is continuous at the plasma boundary and vanishes at the wall. This is expressed by the boundary conditions [3] ,that must be satisfied by the admissable functions, n x a = 0 at wall,
.
at plasma boundary.
---Here n denotes the unit normal vector and the gauge is chosen so that the electric field is proportional to the vector potential a • ..,
We adopt the ~alerkin method in which ~ is approxima~ed by a linear sup~rposition of M linear~y independent expan~ion
The C and <P are complex quantities. ; With this expansion, 
Choosing P 0 (u) {see Appendix A), to be a function in Tayler's solution [5] . An expansion with respect to eliipticity ,I
of the plasma column shows that for the cylinder odd modes in 8 are decoupled from even ones. Solving the lowest order of this perturba'tion calculation allows for a modification '6f
Tayler's solution suitabl~ for an elliptical cross section.
The contravariant compon~pt: in the <P direction, ~~ , is ··changed to make the displacement magnetic ~iel~. Then ~~ vector almost perpendicular to'the is changed to make this perturbation divergence free :again, at least in the cylindrical limit •.
The modifications of ~2 and ~3 are of order e:.
The dominant term in Q . and 'i/·~K = 0(£) .
The fast modes ~F are nearly orthogonal to the §K , i.e. This we can solve for the D's in terms of the fixed constants cv.
. ' and add this contribution to the matrix ow in Eq ( 11) done on a computer with the REDUCE system [7] . The algebraic calculation is described in detail in Ref. [8] . The remaining integration with respect to 1jJ is performed numerically using [10] We show the main differences between the two methods in the ... In this section we apply the code to configurations which are of practical interest. w~·distinguish between .two cases where the conducting wall is placed directly at th~· plasma boundary (fixed boundary) or away from the plasma (free boundary).
In the fixed boundary case the boundary condition is n• E,; = 0 at the plasma boundary and there is no vacuum contribution.
These modes are called internal mooes. The growt.h rn~AR nre / normalized to 'the peloidal Alfven speed at the magnetic axis.
The discussion· is done for a constant density p criterion as is shown in Fig. 2 For u = 1 there is a deviation from the interchange criterium.
The case a = 1 describes a circular cross section only for small ~.
With increasing £ the cross sections become D shaped [ 1] . The stabilization for a = 1, found with our code, is due to is interesting to see how well both calculations agree:
There is no unstable internal mode with a toroidal wave number n = 1,
ii)
The most unstable mode corresponds to a n = 3 , m = 2 mode. Fig. 4 shows this unstable mode (n = 3, m = 2) together with the n = 2, m = 1 mode.
FREE PLASMA BOUNDARY
-1
The first example is a large aspect ratio case, E = 20.
If the wall is sufficiently far away from the plasma, i.e., A = r /r > 2 , the toroidal effects became neglegible for small w p E.
Thus, we are able to compare our results with those obtained by the straight system code of Chance et al, [13] . We consider a plasma with elliptical cross section a= b/a = 2 and o = 0, so that from Eq. (4) the peloidal current vanishes, with a value of the safety factor at axis q(O) ~ 1.5 and A = rw/rp = 2.
The value of the plasma beta is aT = 0.0055 and the peloidal beta a = 1. The toroidal wave number n is equal to 1. For the p .
straight elliptical plasmas, the even and the odd morlA8 of the Fourier series in 0 decouple, whereas in the toroidal case they don't. With our code we obtain a good convergence using 5 The spectrum is listed in Table 2 to facilitate comparing of details. These results are very similar to these of a cylindrical plasma [14] the only difference being that even and odd modes are coupled. We now examine the influence of toroidicity on these modes. ·-1 . For an aspect ratio E = 6 these modes are still unstable.
In Fig The 'application of the code in a large aspect ratio, free boundary case yields a good agreement with a complementary straight system code [13] , Increasing the inverse aspect ratio in the equilibrium ~odel treated does not provide a stabilization of free boundary modes, for values of the safety factor at the plasma surface les~ than ·six:
For a fixed pl·asmal' boundary the stability limit agrees well with Mercier's criterio~. Furthermore, the results obtained for a fat :tokamak, E-l = 2.8, agree with those of a code which integrates the time dependent differential equations [9] The application of our code to various configurations gives us confidence in the accuracy of our method. Ther~fore, this code will provide a good check for the general MHD code being developed at Princeton. Finally, the sound modes are represented in terms of
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